
Program Management*

A sound investment for  
complete peace of mind.
Purchasing AEDs gets you most of the way to rescue readiness. Program management makes up the balance.

Because AEDs are life-saving devices, federal and various state regulations require training, meticulous record 
keeping, and a licensed physician to oversee your program. For these tasks, our Program Management Service  
is a sound investment: we take care of all these requirements for you.

Why trust Cardiac Science?
We’ve been doing this a long time – longer, in fact, than anyone in the industry. To date, we’ve  
implemented more than 20,000 AED programs and our 150 educators have taught more than  
350,000 students. We have customers for our products and services all over the world. When  
you work with us, you can expect: 

+  A thorough implementation. We come on site and determine the optimal quantity and placement  
for the devices. We provide project managers and a dedicated Customer Care team.

+ Easy scheduling. Our exclusive Automated Course Reservation system empowers your locations  
to sign up for their own CPR/AED courses online (other companies expect you to manage the  
scheduling before you call them, likely delaying things).

+  Consistency. We outsource nothing. We make the equipment, we educate, we record 
keep, and we provide medical direction. We’re unaware of anyone else who o�ers such  
a comprehensive program. �e bene�ts? Time savings for you, and consistent results 
among each of your geographically dispersed locations.

+ Best-in-class training.

* Call to learn which of these services are available in your market.
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A 98 percent approval rating 
Our CPR/AED training is second to none – and students give our training a 98 percent overall approval rating!  
We’ve trained thousands of corporations, law enforcement agencies, state and federal agencies, and schools.

We deliver a number of certi�ed training programs, including those from the AHA and ASHI (�e American Safety and    
Health Institute), as well as a number of ERC-compliant programs. Each student is given a manikin and CPR barrier mask to keep. And 
with hands-on scenario and CPR skills training, our students tell us they feel prepared to meet a medical emergency.

Record keeping made easy
It’s a good idea to have us upkeep your AED program. With our exclusive MasterTrak™ system, we:

+  Send you Eminders™ with timely prompts to monitor program equipment inventory, locations, serial numbers, and expiration dates.

+  Alert you when pads and batteries need to be replaced, responders need to be retrained, and when AED rescue events occur.

+  Store everything – including your facility contacts and training rosters – in a convenient and secure, web-based location.

+  Maintain your certi�cation dates, employee training records, and related test scores.

+ Lastly, we o�er annual inspections as a value-added service.

Measuring success
Implementation. Scheduling. Consistency. Training. Record keeping. Customer Care. A few of the reasons Cardiac Science AED  
programs are so successful.

We measure success not only by the lives we helped save, but the lives touched by the persons we helped save. Among SCA victims in  
our programs, we documented a more than 50 percent survival rate in some of our programs – versus an average �ve percent survival  
rate in the US.

It’s something we can feel great about.
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